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Preface

Women's health issues consume a large portion of medical

resources and healthcare dollars. Proper management

requires a team of physicians from various specialties.

Within the field of Radiology, there has been a trend toward

developing a subspecialty dedicated to comprehensive

imaging of women's healthcare needs, including

gynecological, obstetric, genitourinary, and breast

conditions. The term “Women's Imaging” is used differently

in different contexts; for the purpose of this textbook, the

term is used to describe imaging of the female reproductive

system, including the pelvis and breast. An effective

women's imager must work closely with clinical colleagues

of various specialties and maintain a current understanding

of diagnostic strategies, clinical implications of imaging

findings, and the appropriate use of imaging tests to detect

and monitor treatment.

The use of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) for

evaluation of gynecological, obstetric, and breast conditions

has increased in recent years. MRI provides excellent tissue

contrast resolution in the female pelvis and breast without

ionizing radiation. Used together with complementary

modalities, such as ultrasound and mammography, MRI has

been shown to add important information to help guide

patient care. The current text aims to provide the essentials

of MRI in Women's Imaging, including indications, technique,

and interpretation. For a number of entities, we illustrate the

companion imaging studies of computed tomography,

ultrasound, or mammography. Hopefully this text serves to

redress the considerable underutilization of MRI in these

settings. Used appropriately, MRI is cost-effective and

singularly informative. There are other textbooks on the



separate topics of pelvic and breast MRI; the goal of this

text is to combine and update the essentials of Women's

Imaging MRI into a comprehensive and succinct overview.

The present volume is separated into two main sections:

female pelvis (chapters 1–7) and breast (chapters 8–12).

The first chapter presents current common indications and

sample protocols for female pelvis MRI. Chapters 2–5

address pathology and respective imaging findings of the

vagina and female urethra, pelvic floor, uterus, and adnexa.

Chapters 6 and 7 focus on issues specific to pregnancy.

Chapter 8 discusses rationale and technique for MRI of the

breast. Chapters 9–12 are dedicated to the imaging features

of breast disease and the role of MRI-guided intervention in

the care of women with abnormal breast imaging findings.

This text is the collective effort of many individuals. I

would like to thank the co-editors and contributors for their

hard work. In addition, I am indebted to my radiology

colleagues at the University of California San Diego for their

help and support, with special thanks to every member of

the body imaging and breast imaging divisions.

Michele A. Brown, MD



Chapter 1

Pelvis MRI: introduction and

technique

Michele A. Brown & Richard C. Semelka

Imaging evaluation of the

female pelvis

Imaging plays an important role in the management of

gynecological disease

Ultrasound is often the initial imaging test

Poor tissue contrast of CT limits gynecologic applications

MRI benefits from excellent tissue contrast and lack of

ionizing radiation

Increased experience and availability have led to

increased role of MRI

MRI deemed appropriate by American College of

Radiology for gynecological conditions, especially pre-

treatment assessment of endometrial and cervical

cancer, work-up of suspected adnexal mass, and

evaluation of acute pelvic pain in reproductive-aged

women in the setting of indeterminate ultrasound [1–4]

Numerous gynecological and obstetric conditions are

depicted by MRI, which may provide initial imaging (e.g.,

suspected urethral diverticulum) or problem-solving

after ultrasound



Indications for MRI

(Table 1.1)

Table 1.1. Indications for MRI of the female pelvis

Indication Protocol Notes

Pelvic pain General FS T1WI for endometriosis

Urethral

diverticulm

Urethra Contrast if known/visualized mass

Vaginal mass Urethra Contrast if known/visualized mass

Pelvic floor

symptoms

Pelvic floor Sagittal images with Valsalva

Uterine

anomaly

Uterine

anomaly

True coronal to uterine fundus

Adenomyosis General Bright myometrial foci on T2WI

Fibroids General Add contrast if pre-embolization

Fibroid versus

adnexal mass

General Vessels extending from uterus to mass

suggest uterine origin

Endometrial

cancer

Uterine

malignancy

High resolution T2WI and T1WI + contrast

oblique to endometrium for tumor invasion

Cervical cancer Uterine

malignancy

High resolution T2WI oblique to cervix for

parametrial invasion

Adnexal mass

characterization

General FS T1WI for dermoid, endometrioma

Abdominal pain

in pregnancy

Maternal

abdominal

pain

SS-ETSE (+ FS), and steady-state GE for

appendix, monitor if possible

Fetal anomaly Fetal SS-ETSE oriented to region of interest,

monitor if possible

FS = fat saturated; T1WI = T1-weighted images; T2WI = T2-weighted images;

SS = single shot; ETSE = echo-train spin-echo; GE = gradient echo

Benign uterine conditions

Anomalies

MRI considered imaging modality of choice

Informs management decisions (e.g., septate

versus bicornuate uterus)

Acquired disease

Problem solving for indeterminate ultrasound



MRI allows definitive diagnosis for conditions such

as urethral diverticulum, leiomyoma, adenomyosis,

endometriosis, and dermoid

Uterine malignancy

Endometrial cancer

Preoperative staging: deep myometrial invasion

correlated with lymph node invasion [5, 6]

MRI shown to aid management for advanced and

high grade cancer [7]

Cervical carcinoma

Depth of stromal and parametrial invasion [8, 9]

MRI particularly aids management for

Tumors larger than 2 cm

Endocervical tumors [10]

Biopsy-proved adenocarcinoma (cervical versus

endometrial origin)

Coexistent pelvic mass(es)

New diagnosis of cervical cancer during

pregnancy

Prior radiation therapy [11–15]

Adnexal mass

Determine origin of mass

Tissue characterization aids specific diagnosis (e.g.,

endometrioma, dermoid)

MRI helps predict likelihood of malignancy to direct

proper management and limit surgical intervention for

benign disease [16, 17]

For known ovarian cancer, CT typically used for

staging; MRI if CT contraindicated

MRI may yield definitive diagnosis for adnexal disease

that is indeterminate on ultrasound, obviating need

for follow-up imaging

Abdominal pain in pregnancy



Accurate evaluation for appendicitis (and other acute

diseases) without ionizing radiation [18, 19]

Increasing availability of MRI in acute setting

Fetal anomalies

Problem solving for indeterminate ultrasound

Usefulness of MRI has increased with ultrafast

sequences

Patient preparation for MRI

Empty bladder

Fasting 4 hours

Optional

Antispasmotic (e.g., glucagon 1 mg)

Intra-vaginal gel [20]

Supine position, or decubitus in late pregnancy

Phased-array coil positioned over pelvis

To reduce artifact, may utilize

Saturation band over anterior abdominal wall for non-

fat-saturated sagittal

Supplemental anteroposterior frequency-encoding

direction for axial images

Intrauterine contraceptive devices are safely imaged

[21]

Sequence protocols

Many protocol options

Appropriate choice depends on

Specific clinical question

Available equipment and expertise

For known or suspected uterine disease/anomalies, T2-

weighted sequences are obtained in an oblique plane

oriented to uterus (Figure 1.1)



Figure 1.1. Imaging planes oriented to the uterus. Multiple

T2-weighted images in a patient with septate uterus. Large

field-of-view single-shot sequence (a) is obtained first and is

used to plan an oblique sagittal T2-weighted sequence (b)

obtained parallel to the endometrium (line, a). The oblique

sagittal is used to plan an oblique axial (c) obtained

perpendicular to the endometrium (line, b). The oblique

axial may then be used to plan a true coronal of the uterus

(d) obtained parallel to the endometrium (line, c). In the

absence of 3D T2-weighted imaging, this process assures

appropriate imaging planes regardless of angle/tilt of the

uterus.

Individual sequence parameters may vary based on

manufacturer, etc.

Sequences may include

Single-shot (SS) echo-train spin echo (ETSE)

For example, HASTE or SSFSE



Sensitive to fluid, resistant to motion and

susceptibility

Large field of view

Localization, evaluation of coil position

Coronal: evaluation of renal

anomalies/obstruction

Axial: prescribe true sagittal view of uterus

T2-weighted

Breathhold may be sufficient for benign disease

Non-breathhold (high-resolution) for uterine

malignancy

With or without fat saturation

May be done as 3D ETSE

Best sequence for uterine zonal anatomy

T1-weighted

Breathhold in- and out-of-phase dual echo

Differentiates fat- and blood-containing lesions

Sensitive to small foci of fat within adnexal mass

Non-breathhold (high-resolution) for uterine cancer

Chemically selective fat saturation for

endometriosis

T2/T1-weighted steady-state free precession gradient

echo (GE)

For example, TruFISP or FIESTA

Rapid, resistant to motion

Differentiates vessels from bowel (e.g., appendix)

Useful for fetal and maternal imaging

T1-weighted 3D GE pre- and post-contrast

Fat-suppressed GE, repeated for dynamic imaging

Provides enhancement information

May use MRA parameters (e.g., vascular

malformation)

Diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) (optional)



B values of 0 and at least one other value up to

1000

Apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) map created

DWI sequence and ADC map interpreted together

Aids detection of tumor, inflammation

Additional functional techniques may have increasing

role [7]

Oblique planes oriented to the endometrium or cervix

important for cancer [22]

Protocol tailored to clinical question (Table 1.2, Table 1.3,

Table 1.4, Table 1.5, Table 1.6, Table 1.7, Table 1.8)

Table 1.2. General female pelvis

Table 1.3. Urethra



Table 1.4. Pelvic floor

Table 1.5. Uterine anomaly

Table 1.6. Uterine malignancy



Table 1.7. Maternal abdominal pain

Table 1.8. Fetal



Image optimization at 3T

Potential advantages

Increase in signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), or

Similar SNR at a faster speed

Challenges

Signal shading magnified by dielectric effects

Increased specific absorption rates (SARs)

Changes in optimal TR and TE

Increased signal inhomogeneities

Greater shimming challenge for extrinsic magnetic

field

Intrinsic field distortion due to increased

susceptibility/chemical shift

Solutions [23–28]

Dialectric effect: dialectric pad (= radiofrequency

cushion) placed between patient and surface coil

Susceptibility: use shorter TE/higher receiver

bandwidth, higher spatial resolution



3D GE and ETSE sequences may benefit from higher

field strength

Consider individual patient

Pregnant patients less suitable for 3T due to

standing wave effects from amniotic fluid and

safety concerns [26]

Non-pregnant patients may be imaged safely and

effectively at 3T using optimized parameters [28]

Image interpretation

Large volume data acquisition

May be useful to employ a systematic checklist (Table

1.9)

Several gynecological conditions have MRI features that

allow definitive diagnosis

Table 1.9. Diagnostic checklist for female pelvis MRI

Structure MRI features evaluated

Gynecological

Uterine corpus Size and position

Presence of myometrial mass

Endometrium thickness

Junctional zone thickness

Cervix Presence of cystic mass

Presence of solid tumor

   Size of lesion

   Parametrial involvement

Vagina Presence of cystic mass

Presence of wall thickening/solid tumor

Adnexa Ovarian size

Presence of ovarian mass

   Cystic or solid

   Fat containing

   Blood containing

   Enhancement features

   Unilateral or bilateral

Paraovarian cystic or solid mass

Non-gynecological



Bladder Presence of solid mass

Presence of cystocele

Urethra Presence of diverticulum

   Size and configuration

   Solid/enhancing components

Presence of hypermobility

Bowel Caliber

Presence of rectocele

Musculoskeletal Bone marrow signal

Degenerative changes

Traumatic injury

Lymphatic Enlarged lymph nodes
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